
Tefila 101-

Introduction

The purpose of this series of classes is to improve our involvement in  by reviewing
fundamental concepts that govern :

1. The Rules That Led To The Choice Of The Words And Structure Of The ;

2. The Inclusion Of Specific Words Within The ;

3. The Role Of The .

The Rules That Led To The Choice Of The Words And Structure Of The Tefilos

The first rule that we will study is the following:

Translation:  A person is obligated to recite 100 Brachos each day.

That there are fifty-four (54)  within  is testimony to the important
role that  play within out .  The question that needs to be answered is why

 mandated that we recite one hundred (100)  each day.

That the rule is an important one is attested to by  when he opens his 
to the Jewish community of Barcelona, Spain, which became known as ,
the first Siddur, by citing the rule.  It is also the rule that opened many of the commentaries
to the  that were authored by our  in the Middle Ages.  The  is
one example:
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The Inclusion Of Specific Words Within The Tefilos

Everyone should maintain a list of words found within  that have special meaning to
them and which they look forward to reciting each day.  That said, I am not sure that
everyone has made that list.  Perhaps some need help in identifying such words.  

It is also important to note that some words and phrases are found multiple times within
the .  As a result, we need to ask: why were those words given special treatment?

Here is an example of a phrase that is found three times in  on weekdays and
four times in  on  and ; i.e. :

Why did this phrase merit being recited multiple times within ?  Does this
phrase always carry the same meaning in each of its references?

 The Role Of The 

The  serves three important functions:

1. To recite the  out loud for the benefit of those who cannot read the words of
the  and who need to fulfill their obligation to perform the  of  by
answering  to the  recited by the .

To enhance the experience of  for those present.

To serve as advocate for those present and by operation of law, for .

I will be focusing on the second role that the  plays; to enhance the experience
of  for those present.

2.

3.
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What can a  do to enhance the experience of  for those present?

Recite the words of the  slowly, clearly and with the correct pronunciation.

Recite the words of the  in a pleasant sounding manner.

Engage those present through responsive prayer.

Everyone knows the first two rules.  It is the third rule that has been neglected.

The misunderstanding that many have is that our  present limited opportunities for
the  to engage those present in responsive prayer.  They think that the
opportunities are limited to ,  and ; those parts of our  that are
known as .  I would like to suggest that many more opportunities exist.

Anyone who has participated in  in a synagogue that follows the Sephardic
Nusach is immediately struck by how often the congregation chimes in while the 

 is reciting the  out loud.  You can sense that the members of the
congregation wait in anticipation for those moments to respond or to join with the 

 in what he is saying.  

I am not suggesting that Ashkenazic congregations adopt the Sephardic customs.  Instead,
I am proposing that the  and the congregation take advantage of the many
opportunities for congregational responses, beyond , that the Ashkenazic
Siddur presents.  Those opportunities are the responsibility of  the  to
broadcast.  It does not have to be done in a dramatic fashion.  Sometimes it just requires
the inflection of the ’s voice.  Here is one example:

When the  reaches the word: , he must continue with the words:  
, etc.  The period in the sentence comes after the words:  and not after

the word: .  The congregation should join him by responding loudly with: 
.  

In a similar fashion, the  needs to recite the subsequent lines as if he is reciting
the  of  because when a group of ten men recite , those
words rise to the level of a .

I invite you to join me in exploring whether reviewing these concepts of  results in a
more meaningful engagement with  .

1.

2.

3.
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